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ABSTRACT
This research evaluates the effects of varying thermal properties of windows in
residential energy use for the moderate altitude and 36'N latitude climate of southern
Nevada, which has a distinct cooling season. A selection of windows across different
shading conditions and total window areas were studied using BEopt energy simulation.
Findings demonstrate that for the specific climate, latitude, and altitude of Las Vegas,
Nevada, the most expensive “high performance” windows are not always the best
option in terms of total site energy use, and can be outperformed by properly shaded
less advanced windows. Under certain conditions, shading was found to decrease
required winter heating site energy to a greater degree than it reduced summer cooling
needs for the studied climate. This study was performed as part of the U.S. Department
of Energy Race To Zero Student Design Competition.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Among the most pressing topics of scientific research being conducted today,
and through the past century, are the causes, effects, and human impact on a shifting
global climate. As far back as 1896, mathematical models were already showing that
varying Carbon Dioxide (CO2) levels could be responsible for worldwide temperature
shifts by increasing the intensity of the atmospheric greenhouse effect (Tolman, 1899).
Today, the feedback loops and ecological impacts resulting from increased CO2 are
more thoroughly observed, understood, and predicted than they were in the past.
The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
estimates that the Earth’s average surface temperature has risen .6° C since the end of
the 19th century. Modern models project “business as usual” greenhouse gas emissions
from all human caused sources will lead to a global average temperature rise of 4
degrees C over the next hundred years. Global consequences such as melting polar ice
and subsequent sea level rise resulting from such a change would create terrestrial and
oceanic feedback cycles potentially contributing to an additional 1.5 degrees (Cox,
Betts, Jones, Spall, & Totterdell, 2000).
The striking “Keeling Curve” of atmospheric carbon measurements from the
Mauna Loa Observatory provides a telling visual representation of the increasing
atmospheric CO2 accumulation from the 1950’s to present (Scripps Institute of
Oceanography 2016). When the Mauna Loa data are combined with ice core data from
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Given this amended view, it becomes apparent that a full 74% of plant-generated
US electricity is purchased and directed toward the operation of occupied buildings.
Combining this information with the CO2 emissions data, we can say that three quarters
of the 690 million tons emitted from the processes of electricity generation actually falls
in the category of “Buildings”.
1.4 Response In Architecture
These issues and unfavorable statistics are well known to the architectural
community. However, it was only 27 years ago that efforts began to officially quantify
the true impact of constructing and operating a building, commonly known as
“sustainability” today. In 1990, the Building Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method (BRREAM) was implemented in the United Kingdom as the first of
these systems. In the U.S It was followed quickly by the U.S. Green Building Council’s
LEED certification as well as various others such as Green Building Institute’s Green
Globes. (Kibert 2013) Other initiatives have emerged with more specific or stringent
requirements, including Passive House (PHIUS), the Living Building Challenge and Net
Zero Energy Building (International Living Future Institute), and some seeking industrywide improvement like Architecture 2030.
Founded by an architect, Architecture 2030’s “2030 Challenge” has been a
driving force on many fronts to push the industry towards carbon-neutral design. Started
in 2006, the initiative’s goal is to eliminate the carbon footprint of “new buildings,
developments and major renovations” by 2030, with an eighty-percent reduction
milestone set for 2020 (Architecture2030.org 2018). The American Institute of Architects
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is officially committed to the challenge, though individual members must be willing to
carry it out. In 2010, the International code council voted to improve the 2012
International Energy Conservation Code by 30% from 2006 standards, in accordance
with the challenge. Various similar improvements are currently in motion through the US
legislative system. (Architecture2030 2018).
1.5 Government Programs
There are also established government originated or backed programs that aim
to increase sustainability and energy efficiency, more often the latter. The
Environmental Protection Agency’s “Energy Star” program is probably the most
prominent, given its ubiquitous labelling system on most major U.S. home appliances.
Energy Star certifies products, but also buildings and building components that have
met a certain level of energy efficiency. It does not generally take into account any other
metric of sustainability or green construction than energy usage and cost, but does
surpass relevant code requirements. Energy Star certified homes are 15%-30% more
efficient than a typical new home (energystar.gov 2017).
The US Department of Energy also has its own certification program, Zero
Energy Ready Home (ZERH). Applicable to residential design, ZERH builds upon the
Energy Star criteria as a minimum guideline where applicable, and the International
Energy Conservation Code for remaining construction standards, as well as criteria from
the EPA’s WaterSense and Indoor airPlus programs. It also uses RESNETS’s Home
Energy Rating System (HERS) index as an overall benchmark of efficiency. The goal of
utilizing all these high standards in concert is to create a home that is efficient enough to

9

rely only on renewable energy sources. The context of this research is within the U.S.
Department of Energy’s competition to design a home within the Zero Energy Ready
Home guidelines, known as the “Race to Zero” competition.
Through these programs, certifications, and code improvements, many aspects
of construction and operation of the built environment can become less of an energy
drain and smaller source of atmospherically harmful emissions. It follows, given the high
percentage of energy devoted to space conditioning discussed above, that much of the
improvement will be moderated by the quality of the building envelope. The quantity and
speed of heat transfer through the walls and openings of a home, or any other
conditioned building, will have a significant effect on the amount of energy it must
consume.
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CHAPTER 2: THE BUILDING ENVELOPE
2.1 Overview
Among the most crucial factors affecting the energy regulation a building are the
set of components separating the conditioned space from the outside environment,
collectively known as the building envelope. As a complete system of environmental
barriers, the envelope is responsible for managing the transmission of vapor, water,
heat, and sound as well as protecting structural components. Appropriately, a significant
portion of building science is devoted to this area; building codes, construction
guidelines, energy codes, and sustainability certifications all contain envelope
specifications of some kind.
According to one study of structures in sub-tropical regions, a well-designed
envelope can decrease a building’s cooling load up to 35% versus a poor design (Chan
& Chow 1998). This study used digital simulation to calculate the overall thermal
transfer value (OTTV), an ASHRAE standard value, through the walls and roof of
commercial buildings. OTTV measures heat transfer due to solar heat gain and outdoor
temperature difference, and can give a general overview of a building’s thermal
performance. However, a “well-designed” envelope is much more than simply a roof
and walls with thick insulation, there will always be specific areas and conditions that
can more strongly affect the overall performance of an envelope. Most important are
areas that are constructed with heat conductive material or that allow unregulated
airflow. Both of these conditions are met in every residential application by typical
window and door assemblies, which is the focus of this research.
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2.2 Climate
The energy performance of any building depends upon the climate conditions of
its location. In the United States, building codes dictate envelope assembly
requirements based on climate zones developed by the America society of heating
refrigeration and air-conditioning engineers (ASHRAE). Las Vegas, Nevada resides at
36.1º north latitude at an elevation of 2,178 ft. and is in Climate Zone 3, receiving 2,407
heating degree days at 65 F per year along with 6,745 cooling degree days at 50 F
(Grondzik, Kwok, Stein & Reynolds. 2010). Monthly mean temperatures for the city
range from 6.9 C (44.2 F) in January to 32.5 C (90.5 F) in July (Fig. 2.2). Las Vegas is
differentiated from most other major metropolitan areas of the US by the high number of
cooling degree hours per year along with low humidity and precipitation (Grondzik et al,
2010). However, it must be noted that in nearly all cooling load dominated regions of the
US, there are still heating loads present (Arasteh 1994) This unique climate provides
both architectural challenges as well as room for novel solutions that may not be
feasible in colder or more humid conditions.
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2.3 Fenestration Importance
A study conducted in 1993 concluded that $26 billion was spent annually on
making up for energy loss from residential windows in the US, with 2.8 quadrillion BTU’s
having been generated in the offset. (Frost, Arasteh, & Eto 1993). Clearly, the design
and technology of glazing plays an extremely important role in energy performance, but
this figure does not indicate that heat exchange through glazing is always detrimental,
and can be an important part of properly managing annual energy costs. There is an
important distinction to be made between poor design and poor thermal insulation
values, because throughout the year space conditioning requirements shift between
heating and cooling, and passive strategies necessitate energy transfer.
Taking a simplistic view, a residence designer or homeowner might assume that
the more advanced and expensive systems, such as multi-paned glazing with low
emissivity coatings, would be more beneficial overall. This may be true from a purely
insulation based perspective, but combined with best design practices, these windows
can work against winter solar heat gains, and potentially increase heating loads
(Gasparella, Pernigotto, Cappelletti, Romagnonic, & Baggiod, 2011). The perceived
cost to performance correlation raises a point made by Santamouris et al., who studied
the connection between economic status and energy use. Among other things, the
average heating set point temperature was shown to increase as affluence increased.
Between the second-lowest income groups and the highest, odds of living in an
insulated structure with double glazing increased by three times. Between the least and
most affluent groups, it was 7.5 times (Santamouris et al. 2007). What these figures
suggest is that improving on standard design practices may actually increase the
14

standard of living and comfort for those who need it most, while avoiding cost increases
and improving energy use.
2.4 Advances in Fenestration Design
The early 1970s can be considered the beginning of the modern era of
sustainability, due mainly to the sharp rise in prices, decrease in production, and
resultant shortage of petroleum in major western nations. In 1977 President Jimmy
Carter signed an eponymous act that created the US Department of Energy. Prior to
this time, building design had become almost completely dependent upon the relatively
recent invention of large scale mechanical heating, cooling, and ventilation. A cursory
study of architecture throughout the twentieth century reveals innumerable “modern”
buildings glazed entirely with single panes of glass, built with uninsulated steel and
concrete, and containing rooms buried deep in the structure lacking sunlight or natural
ventilation. The postwar housing boom and development of “Levittowns” and similar
tract housing throughout the US had pushed the majority of residential housing design
completely away from site and climate specificity. The rapid growth of cities such as
Phoenix and Las Vegas during this time illustrates the freedom afforded by air
conditioning to comfortably populate relatively extreme climates.
2.5 Insulation and U-value Strategies.
While R-value (thermal resistance) is typically used in building materials to
indicate insulating properties, it is more useful to indicate the thermal transmittance from
one side of a whole window assembly to the other, so the U-factor, in units of
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∗

∗

, is

more commonly used. In terms of ASHRAE standards, this includes conductive,
convective, and radiative heat transfer of the assembly, with location specific values
being indicated as well, such as the frame and center/edge of glass (2005). This
approach itself has progressed over time, with increasing attention paid to the assembly
as a whole rather than only on the glass properties. (Arasteh 1994)
2.5.1 multiple-panes.
Among the first energy saving measures to be incorporated into window design
was the addition of multiple panes within a single glazing unit. This idea evolved from
the common “storm window” approach, where the outer screen of a double hung
window was replaced with glass in the colder months. (Carmody 2005) In storm
windows as it is in insulated glazing, it is not the addition of the additional glass which
provides the increased insulation, but the air gap between them. The thermal
conductivity of a still, desiccated air gap is .013 Btu/hr·ft·F which is 4.2 times less than
the conductivity of glass, at .59 Btu/hr·ft·F. (ASHRAE 2005).
Commercially available glazing products utilizing double-pane construction were
developed as early as the 1930’s and were available on the wider market in the mid
40’s (Jester 1995). Growth was slow in smaller scale applications, but by 1970 the US
market of fenestration products consisted of 14 percent insulating glazing units (Frost,
Arasteh, & Eto 1993). The Increased focus on energy savings during the energy crisis
kicked off a steady rise in the market share of these products over the next few
decades. In 1982, this type of assembly was the most insulating window on the market,
with 45% of available windows being double-glazed systems, and more advanced triple
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pane products taking 5% (Frost, Arasteh & Eto 1993, Carmody 2000). According to
ASHRAE figures, the simple addition of a second pane and air gap, sparing any other
upgrades to a window assembly can decrease the U-factor by 45% (ASHRAE 2005).
This technique has limitations though, with additional air gaps and glass panels
continuously adding cost, weight, and reducing optical quality to the point of infeasibility
(Selkowitz 1979). Quadruple glazed windows have been developed, but they approach
the upper limit of this method, and even double glazing with a suspended film of another
material is more common than three panes of glass, which approaches the same
performance.
2.5.2 air-gap evacuation.
The concept of eliminating conductance through the air gap in a glazing unit by
evacuating the space between the glass has been around since 1913, but a viable
product was not produced until 1989. Aside from greatly reducing heat flow, the gap can
be smaller than a window of equivalent U-value and therefore utilize less framing
materials. One drawback is that the glass must be supported by spacers throughout the
field of glass to strengthen it against the vacuum pressure. An evacuated window of
equivalent U-value to another multi-layered unit can be smaller by nearly a factor of two
(Jelle 2011). Cuce reports that vacuum windows can be up to three times less
expensive than equivalent double or triple glazing (2014).
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2.5.3 pane material.
Glass does not need to be the transparent material that makes up the “glazing”
part of the window. Many window and glazing use cases call for impact resistant
acrylics or polycarbonate plastics, but these tend not to be used for insulation reasons
in non-commercial applications. These materials also allow for geometric extrusions
where complete clarity is not a necessity, which can create cellularized insulating air
pockets throughout the translucent or semi-transparent glazing areas. These
geometries add both strength and insulation, making them ideal for applications such as
large areas of skylight (Jelle 2011). On a smaller scale, the air gap of a double glazed
window can be split by a thin film usually made of clear polyester, which can be coated
with various materials affecting solar transmittance values discussed below. A
suspended film can also provide an insulating quality by splitting the air gap into multiple
chambers. Two thinner air gaps can be more effective at reducing heat transmission
than one of the equivalent combined width by mitigating convection currents (Carmody
2000). This technique also allows for a lower weight, less expensive, window than a
typical triple glazed window, while providing many similar benefits.
2.5.4 gas fills.
To engineer around the relatively low limit on layered glazing and continue to
increase insulation, it is possible to substitute the air fill for an inert gas of lower
conductance. The two most common gases used are Argon and Krypton, with Krypton
being nearly half as conductive, but more expensive and therefore less prevalent. The
conductance of still, dry air is .0139 Btu/hr·ft·
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while argon is .0094 and krypton is

.0050; these figures explain the ubiquity of gas filled cavities among the highest
performing and most costly windows available today. Jelle notes that xenon, at
.0029 Btu/hr·ft·

is almost half again as conductive as krypton, but is even more

expensive (2011). The manufacture of gas fill windows requires a high degree of quality
since the glazing gap must be perfectly sealed, and even the highest quality windows
still have a leakage rate of .05 - 1% annually (Carmody 2000). Given the higher price
point that the gas fill requires, the degradation in lifetime quality should be taken into
account if life cycle cost or durability is a factor in the selection strategy.
2.5.5 spacer material.
The original double glazing systems were designed before the large-scale
industrial processes for such products became commonplace and these units were
sealed and spaced apart at the edges with additional glass material creating the inner
chamber (Carmody 2000). With the advancement of manufacturing processes such as
float glass in the 1950’s, window production was free to become more of an assembly,
and aluminum or steel spacers became commonplace as can be seen in the original
double glazing on the double-hung windows of the Empire State building in 1931 (Jelle
2011). Though stainless steel is actually a vast improvement in terms of conductance
over aluminum, further advances would include the use of far more insulating materials
such as silicon or foam. Nevertheless, the surge of demand for insulated glazing in the
1980’s saw the majority of windows produced with cheaper aluminum metal spacers
with an organic sealant (Carmody 2000). In 1989 a foam spacer was introduced that
according to Jelle et al., had remained at the forefront of the market until at least 2010.
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According to the same study, many manufacturers neglect to release conductivity
values for spacer materials, which clearly play a role in the critical junctions of glassglass, and glass-frame connections. According to Arasteh, the advancement of window
technology in the 1990’s began to focus on the performance of the frame, since this
area was falling behind glazing technologies and there was considerable room for the
overall window U-values to be improved. Along with this came new spacer types such
as butyl and the previously mentioned materials, as well as thermal breaks developed
for the aluminum applications.
2.5.6 frame construction.
The solid glass edges of the windows discussed above constitute what is known
as a thermal bridge, and if present in the frame of a window, can severely degrade its
thermal performance. Thermal bridging allows an uninterrupted flow of heat, through
one or more materials, from a conditioned space to or from the outside environment,
depending on temperature differential. For example, a single glazed window is large,
direct, thermal bridge passing heat straight through the glass and in/out of a building.
The effect can be even worse if the material is highly conductive such as aluminum.
Between World War II and the mid 80’s, prefabricated aluminum framed windows
dominated the US market; in 1983 they accounted for well over half of all residential
windows, new and renovated (Carmody 2000) The first response to this problem in the
late 70’s was to begin using less conductive materials such as vinyl or wood and to
develop products that contained thermal breaks between interior and exterior. Still,
according to Carmody, by 1983 only 3% of windows sold in the US were vinyl. Through
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the eighties and nineties, this figure increased greatly until most windows sold were
vinyl and aluminum residential windows were only a small percent of the market.
As in layered glazing, the real performance advantages of a frame come from
creating a well-engineered assembly rather than relying on the properties of any one
material. For instance, vinyl extrusions can be used and filled with foam insulation, then
clad with insulated aluminum for exterior durability. A thermally broken aluminum
window frame can have a 25% reduction in U-value over the same window with no
break, but a further 16% reduction can be achieved by a vinyl and wood composite
frame (ASHRAE 2005). A study by Van Den Bossche demonstrated that taking an
aluminum frame and optimizing it with nearly all plausible strategies can reduce the Ufactor by 56% (Van, Buffel, & Janssens 2015). It should be noted that considerations for
volatile organic compounds generated from vinyl/PVC materials should be taken into
account when designing with a sustainable approach, though rigid PVC is less likely to
emit such compounds.
Advanced wood frames with aluminum cladding were among the highest
performing products studied by Jelle et al. in a 2010 state-of-the-art study, but had a
limitation of only looking at frames qualifying for the German Passivhaus standard.
Nevertheless, the frames in their study showed U-Values as low as .10 for the frame
assemblies. A RESFEN software analysis by Carmody showed that insulated fiberglass
frames consistently performed the best in 4 different climates with identical glazing
(2000). However a wooden frame matched the vinyl almost identically across the study
and both performed at a level very close to the fiberglass.
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2.5.7 novel approaches.
During the search for greater performance, some novel approaches have been
devised to achieve maximal results for window products. This was especially true during
the1970’s when passive solar strategies were gaining popularity and solar hot water
heating fixtures were installed on the White House by President Carter.
One such product is the Beadwall, designed by Steven Baer around 1974. This
product is essentially a large area of double glazing, but the cavity is intended to be
periodically filled with insulating foam beads. Separate storage tanks pump the beads in
at the header of the window and they fill the window to a desired opacity, later they are
evacuated at the sill back into storage (Wright, 1978). Depending on the width of the
cavity, minimum being 2.5 inches, the typical Beadwall can achieve an R-11 rating,
which is closer to a typical wall than a window (Commonwealth Solar, 2009) An
effective use of such a device would be to fill the windows each night during the winter
to reduce the amount of escaping heat, or to insulate windows in rooms that are not in
use.
Other integral approaches aside from frame and glass technology were
developed as well, as David Wright outlines in his 1978 book Natural Solar architecture.
Rolling insulated shutters, closed cell insulated blinds, and various other devices to
reduce heat flow can be added to a window system and activated at opportune times for
maximum efficiency. Today, many practical products have evolved from this
experimental time into commonly available products such as between-the-glass blinds
and muntins to avoid light transmission and thermal bridging respectively.
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2.5.8 aerogel.
Although well-engineered assemblies and combinations of material and methods
currently produce the most insulating windows available, aerogel is a singular material
that is semi-transparent, lightweight and super-insulating. It has been studied for use in
glazing applications almost since its initial development by NASA for sample collection
in space. Currently, aerogels of a typical triple glazed window thickness could have a
center of glass U-Value equivalent to a framed insulated wall at a fraction of the weight.
However, as far as residential applications where transparent glass is desired, the
visible light transmitted through adequately thick aerogel has not yet reached a high
enough value to justify the cost (Jelle 2011; Sadineni, Madala, & Boehm, 2011).
2.6 Solar Heat Gain Control
Aside from the heat transferring properties of the window materials, the other
main metric of efficiency is the amount of permitted solar heat gain due to the direct and
diffuse radiation from the sun and exterior environment. The figure used to describe this
effect is the Solar Heat Gain Coefficient, or SHGC, which is unitless and represents the
“fraction of incident radiation transmitted by the glazing of the window” (Brown & Dekay
2014). A similar measurement sometimes used, Shading Coefficient, takes the same
measurement put in ratio against single clear pane glass.
SHGC can be controlled with barriers capable of impeding or redirecting light
energy, films that can absorb certain wavelengths of light, and reflective coatings that
stop a percentage of energy from passing through the glazing at all. Because passive
strategies for solar heating rely on incoming solar energy, and the same energy can be
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a detriment in during heating degree months, strategic management of SHGC can have
a great effect on energy performance. However, trade-offs must be made and windows
should be considered per use case, since most U-value lowering measures such as
those discussed in the previous section will tend to reduce the SHGC as well.
(Robinson 1994).
Another significant measurement regarding glazing is the Visible Transmittance
(VT), which is the fraction of visible light that is allowed to pass through the glazing.
With multiple strategies controlling shading and insulation, VT can become so low that
the usefulness of the window for daylighting begins to decrease and occupants notice
the lower transparency. Typically, VT and SHGC will have a loose inverse correlation,
but when daylighting is needed, maintaining a VT of .5 for the whole window is
recommended (Brown & Dekay 2015). Controlling SHGC also requires balances and
tradeoffs with visible transmittance in order to maintain the main function of most
glazing.
2.6.1 tinted glass.
Among the first modern approaches to SHGC management occurred in the
1940’s with the creation of tinted, or “heat absorbing” window glass, which absorbs
more heat and transmits less overall than conventional glass. A study of contemporary
energy saving strategies in 1977 reported that a single pane of heat absorbing glass
could reduce solar energy transmission by 17% vs. clear glass, and by 38% when used
as the outer pane of double glazing, as in modern applications (Hastings, 1977). The
same report recommended a reversible window sash, where a dual glazing of both clear
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and tinted glass could be flipped to re-radiate outward in the summer and inward in
winter (1977).
As Arasteh notes, heat absorbing glass can block 100% of UV and a good
portion of visible light wavelengths, but leaves over half of the incoming radiation in the
infrared unaffected. Unfortunately, most solar energy radiation is in the short infrared
range and over 60% of the heat lost through ordinary windows is in the far infrared
(Muneer, 2000) Different colors of heat absorbing glass have varying degrees of visible
light transmission, green allows the most transmission of visible light versus bronze and
grey, but all have the same shortcomings in the infrared when used as a singular
strategy (1995). Current green tinted glass can reduce SHGC to .68 at 4mm of
thickness or to .46 at 10mm thickness (Rezaei 2016).
2.6.2 low-emissivity coatings and films.
In the same survey of energy savings window strategies by Hastings in 1977, the
only available low emissivity window product was a film that could be applied on the
exterior of the glass, post-manufacture. Eventually, the next decade saw two
technologies applied to the manufacture of windows that could add a visually
transparent layer, while filtering other wavelengths of light. The first is known as a
sputtered or soft coating, typically of metallic silver. They can be applied to plastics and
glass at relatively low temperatures, but are fragile and must be protected on the interior
of a glazing system. Jelle cites multiple studies that indicate typical soft coatings “have a
higher infrared reflection and are more transparent…but require extra protective
layers…” (2012). As noted earlier, one of the improvements on multi-glazed products
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was to add a thin clear film within the air gap that can carry a low-e coating. When used
in conjunction with an absorptive outer coating, the inner film can reflect the re-emitted,
lower wavelength energy before it passes to the interior.
The second type of low-e is a hard or pyrolytic coating and is applied while the
glass is still hot during the manufacturing process. Vaporized tin oxide forms an
extremely thin deposition layer on the semi-molten glass, forming a very durable
metallic, transparent surface (Muneer, 2000). Due to their toughness, these coating can
be used on exterior applications and do not need the same level of protection, but tend
to be less transparent to the human eye.
2.6.3 spectral selection.
This category is a subset of low-e coatings, and represents the current state of
evolution for that window technology. Low-e coatings can be “tuned by the layer
numbers, stacking sequences, and layer thicknesses” (Hernandez-Mainet, 2017). This
specificity allows for producers to maximize the percentage of visible wavelengths while
usually minimizing as much of the remaining solar spectrum as possible. However,
there are applications where totally minimizing SHGC is not ideal and the ability to finetune the low-e coatings become advantageous. In a cooling dominated climate, for
example, it would be better to have a series of coatings that reflect exterior infrared
light, but also allow infrared to escape from the inside so that a greenhouse effect is
less likely. (Rezaei 2016) Such varied effects are aided by utilizing the four to six
possible surfaces available in a double or triple glazed unit and the adjacent air spaces
to properly direct radiation and conduction.
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2.6.4 adaptable glazing.
As the effects and detrimental capacity of solar heat gain are heavily dependent
upon both the time of day and time of year, variability in glazing opacity levels can be
advantageous. Two main mechanisms have been developed into viable products for
controlling solar heat gain through adaptable glass opacity, thermochromic (heat
reactive), and electrochromic (electrically switchable). Photochromic, or light sensitive
plastics have also been developed, but difficulty applying the technology to glass and
similar options with greater controllability has limited its development (Arasteh 1994).
Photochromics would be more suited to commercial applications such as curtain wall
systems with extreme amounts of glazing directly exposed at different times of day.
Thermochromic windows are similar to photochromic in that they are responsive
to the stimulus of environmental temperature, requiring no other inputs. These products
were still being developed and tested for durability in the mid 1990’s according to
Arasteh. The most common material used for this purpose today is Vanadium Oxide but
must be doped with other materials to lower the transition temperature of 68 C (Rezaei
2016). A study by Hoffmann et. al. found thermochromic windows with a transition
temperature of 14-20 C could create an energy savings up to 12.5% over low-e
selective coated windows in a commercial building. However, commercially viable
products with adequate visual light transmission and ease of production were not yet
available (Hoffmann, Lee, & Clavero 2014). A related technology utilizes phototropic
crystals between glass panels that undergo a state change upon a temperature setpoint, transitioning from transparent to translucent. One study developed phototropic
windows with a variable SHGC between .44 -.56, and showed the greatest energy
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savings at the lowest set-point temperature ranges. However, they note that this also
maximizes the time spent in very low visible light transmission state. (Allen, Connelly,
Rutherford, & Wu 2016).
Although electrochromic or electrically switchable windows have been under
development for several decades along with the previous two types, by 2010 a review of
similar technologies by Baetens found electrochromic windows to have the most
potential and viability. Given that temperature and light levels can be monitored by a
sensor and the window changed to a low-transmission accordingly, the one active
system can incorporate the other two passive technologies while adding user-activation.
Electrochromic windows work by applying a small 1-2 volt current across an
electrolyte layer to an anti-electrode, shifting Lithium ions to the layer on the opposite
side of the window pane. An electrochemical reaction causes the ionized electrochromic
layer to darken and begin reflecting incoming sunlight. (Carmody, 2000) Windows using
this technology became available around 2001. As of 2018 there are products available
that can achieve a variable SHGC from .41 to .09 and can maintain two intermediate
levels as well. The visible light transmissions for the maximal states are 60% and 1%
respectively. (Sageglass 2018) However, Rezaei reports that research in the area is
heading towards electrochromic glazing that can block near infrared light while not
drastically reducing the visible transmission, allowing for both daylighting and passive
heating when needed (2016).
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH GOALS AND PURPOSE
3.1 Purpose
As the material in chapter 2 shows, window technology has been steadily
increasing over the past several decades. However, the impetus for this advancement
was due to a decline in site and region specific design, population booms, and
subsequent increase in demand for energy. Instead of continually trying to
technologically outpace unconscientious design, it is a goal of this research to show that
combining current capabilities with established passive design and respect for the local
climate can lead to better design and energy efficiency. Currently, economic incentives
3.2 Research Questions
This research seeks to find if it is possible to augment and optimize less costly
window technology with shading strategies to achieve energy efficiency comparable to
high performance windows.
The questions that this thesis aims to answer are:
1. Can window shading be used to decrease the energy use in new residential
construction in the Mojave Desert climate of Southern Nevada?
2. Are the most expensive and code compliant windows always the most energy
efficient option?
3. How does reducing the window area and arranging the majority of glazing to
the north and south affect energy performance with different types of
windows?
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3.3 Applicable Solar Strategies
Solar heat gain is not only controlled by the components of the window itself, but
will also be impacted by the total amount of direct sunlight incident on the window. If an
area of glazing is not exposed to direct sunlight, the SHGC is dramatically reduced
because all incoming radiation originates from reflected or diffuse sources. The
importance of managing incoming solar radiation is made clear in the commercial
section of the IECC, where maximum allowed window SHGC figures can be increased
by a “projection factor” multiplier. The projection factor is the ratio of the overhang
length to overhang height, measured from the window face and sill respectively. This
guideline allows for greater heat gain values for equator facing windows, but does not
apply to non-commercial buildings. Nevertheless, it is a useful metric to describe the
relationship of an overhang style shading device.
A study in 2011 looking at exterior shading devices on homes found that an
overhang designed for full window shading during summer solstice saved 11 percent
more cooling energy than one only covering spring equinox insolation. They also found
light shelves have greater cooling energy saving potential than the longer overhang
(Kim, G., Lim, H.S., Lim, T.S., Schaefer, & Kim, J.T. 2012).
Architectural shading elements such as overhangs are probably as old as the
idea of windows themselves, but there are other traditional devices that can be given
highly effective modern treatments. The window shutter, often relegated to decorative or
even inoperable elements today, can be highly effective solar heat deterrents. Pisello
studied the effects of treating a window shutter with “cool coating” paint against a dark
colored shutter during peak summer cooling days. The cool shutter was found to have
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the ability to cool the indoor air temperature of a test house by 2C with an energy
savings of 25% compared to the dark colored device. The air gap between the window
and shutter was found to be 8-7 C cooler in the “cool” scenario, with the obvious trade
off being nearly 0% visible light transmission (Pisello 2015).
A study done by the National Renewable Energies Lab In 2000 found that
regardless of low-e or standard double glazing, architectural shading could reduce the
yearly cooling load by 23%.They also concluded that architectural and site shading was
a more effective measure for cooling load reduction than adding window performance
modifiers. (Farrar-Nagy, Anderson, Hancock, & Reeves 2000) However, such shading
is not an automatic panacea; Farrar-Nagy et al. includes the caveat that adjustments to
“glazing type, overhang and orientation” could negatively affect the results by 20% or
more.
Aside from shading the window to reduce SHGC, it is also possible to use
manual or automatically applied insulating window covers at strategic times, known as
moveable insulation. This strategy is most effective in colder climates, where heating
loads would be reduced by preventing nocturnal losses. According to Turiel et al. this is
indeed the case, and in a paper presented at the Buildings XII conference found that
among their simulations, reflective glazing was the most effective in reducing both
energy use and cost in hot, sunny climates although heating loads were increased
(Turiel, Albrand, Huang, Ritschard, & Wilson, 2013). However, their simulations focused
on covering various climate regions rather than multiple strategy scenarios. External
shading was omitted, as well as any combinations combining more than one strategy.
For instance one obvious scenario based on the face value of these previous studies
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would be movable insulation that acts as shading in the summer and insulation in the
winter. Specific MIP configurations and forms have been shown as effective in
balancing energy use along with interior lighting conditions. In one Canadian study, the
greatest balance of these factors was achieved with a vertically folding panel,
outperforming horizontal folding and sliding devices (du Montier, Potvin, & Demers
2013).
Moveable insulation was researched and simulated in the final version of the
competition house for use in windows exclusively for trombe wall solar access. The
results of those measurements are outside the scope of this thesis. However, part of the
energy simulation done herein may be used as a theoretical stand-in for moveable
insulation. Assuming insulating panels that are effective enough to 1) 100% reduce
solar heat gain, and 2) raise the insulation value of the window area to that of the
surrounding wall, the use of moveable insulation may be simulated by the removal of
window area from the energy simulation model.
A non-trivial issue in the study or design of any occupied space is the human
effect on the function of the space. A study done on behavior in office buildings showed
that when in control of internal shading, occupants would close the blinds most during
times of direct sunlight penetration, which incidentally occurs most often during winter
months and the heat gain could be used. In addition, electric lights would be left on at all
times; the combined effect on the building was a doubling of energy use for cooling,
heating, and lighting (Byrd 2012). The energy simulation herein uses prescribed set
points for occupant modifiable factors, such as thermostat settings and air changes per
hour.
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Chapter 4: METHOD
4.1 Context of Study
This research was completed as part of the U.S. Department of Energy Race to
Zero student design competition. The competition guidelines used the DOE Zero
Energy Ready Home requirements as a baseline for all entries. The University of
Nevada Las Vegas’ “Desert Sunrise” team, of which the author was a part, took on the
goal of designing a proposed home for a family in the Moapa Paiute community near
Las Vegas. Per the intended client and the competition’s purpose, low costs, energy
efficiency, durability, and a community focus were goals folded into the design of the
home.
4.2 Design Guidelines
The ZERH National Program Guidelines specify that a home that is to be certified
must achieve a HERS rating equal to or lower than a specified benchmark home of
similar conditioned floor area and number of bedrooms. The guideline used at the time
of the competition Rev.04 from April 2014 and was last revised in April 2017
(energy.gov 2018). The HERS index ranges from 0 to 150; with a reference home built
to the 2004 IECC scoring 100, typical, older homes from 120-150, and a zero energy
home at 0 (hersindex.com). The Desert Sunrise team used a certified RESNET home
energy rater to test the final home specifications.
The ZERH program allows for two pathways to certification, prescriptive and
performance. To follow the prescriptive path, the home must fall under 1,600 ft2 for a
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two bedroom home, 2,200 for three bedrooms, and so on. Other than a potential penalty
for exceeding square footage, both paths are identical, and require minimum and/or
maximum values for all envelope components, including windows. As a baseline,
envelope enclosure such as walls, roof s and floors must meet or exceed the 2012
IECC specifications. There is an exemption in window performance for windows tied
directly to a thermal mass, and an area weighted average can be used to satisfy Uvalue and SHGC requirements. The ZERH maximum U-values and SHGC are given per
IECC climate zone in Figure 4.1. Las Vegas falls under Climate Zone 3 for national
code requirements and the South-Central climate zone for Energy Star.

U
SHGC

Hot Climate
(IECC Zones 1,2)
.40
0.25

Mixed Climate (IECC
Zones 3,4 except marine)
.30
0.27

Cold Climates (IECC Zones 4
marine, 5,6,7,8,)
.27
Any

Table 4.1 Fenestration Guidelines, DOE Zero Energy Home National Program Requirements 2014
(US Department of Energy 2015)

ZERH
2017
U
SHGC

0.30
0.25

Energy
Star 3.1
2016
0.30
0.25

IECC
2015

IRC
2015

ZERH
2014

0.35
0.25

0.35
0.25

0.30
0.27

Energy
Star 3.0
2012
0.35
0.30

IECC
2012

IRC
2012

IECC
2009

IRC
2009

IRC
2006

0.35
0.25

0.35
0.25

0.50
0.30

0.50
0.35

0.65
0.40

Table 4.2 Maximum Fenestration Values for Codes and National Programs
(U.S. D.O.E 2018, ICC 2013, ICC 2014, ICC 2016, ICC 2017, Energy Star 2018)
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Regarding window values for the Zero energy ready home, Las Vegas falls in the
mid-range with most of California and the Southern US, as seen in fig 2.1. Figure 4.2
shows a comparison of the glazing thermal values for other standards and codes, and
how they have progressed over the previous decade. The difference between the 2006
and 2015 International residential code is a near halving of the maximum allowed
insulation and solar gain values, showing the legislative attention to the issue, and
reflects the state of the market for glazing products.
4.3 Energy Model
In order to test and optimize the design of the competition house, BEopt energy
modeling software developed by the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) was
utilized. This program allows for parametric testing of virtually all aspects of a building
that affect the energy usage of a house, and some geometric modeling of the building
design. A survey of four Las Vegas area homes was taken by the student team to
assess the ratios of windows to floor and wall areas of typical non-energy optimized
homes. The results of this survey, including the calculated overall Daylight Factor for
each house can be seen in Figure 4.3
In deciding the floor area of the designed home, the survey figures, the ZERH
guidelines, and the needs of the home’s intended occupants were considered. The
result was a 1,800 square-foot, two-bedroom house with 9’ ceilings and a “butterfly”
style roof configuration. The overall plan was rectangular with the long axis oriented
East-West to facilitate shading on the north and south. The house has two bedroom and
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two bathrooms with the south part of the house having a flexible open plan to
accommodate community and family gathering.

House 1
1,239 sq.
ft.

House 2
1,797 sq.
ft.

House 3
1,693 sq.
ft.

House 4
1,588sq.
ft.

240

Windows
(ft2)
18

%
Glazed
7.50%

East

220

60

27.27%

South
West
Total

240
360
1,060

4
117
199

1.67%
32.50%
18.77%

North

240

30

12.50%

East
South
West
Total

384
128
608
1,360

27
12
54
123

7.03%
9.38%
8.88%
9.04%

North

333

76

22.82%

East
South
West
Total

724
153
360
1,570

53
20
8
157

7.32%
13.07%
2.22%
10.00%

North

293

91

31.06%

East
South
West
Total

446
104
689
1,532

46
17
56
210

10.31%
16.35%
8.13%
13.71%

Facade

Walls (ft2)

North

Window/Fl. Daylight
Area
Factor

.16

3.2

.07

1.4

.09

1.8

.13

2.6

Table 4.3 Las Vegas Residential Glazing Data, collected by UNLV Students John Carrol, Johnny
Corona, Nicholas Inouye, David McCredo and Ludwing Vaca
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To determine a base level of glazing area, the guideline of 4% for average daylight
factor was used in the design of the energy model. This figure comes from the work of
Millet et. al. who also developed a formula for average daylight factor:

Window Area
Floor Area

0.2

Overall window area was calculated using this formula (Millet, Adams, & Bedrick 1980):

. 04

0.2

1800
2

In order to take advantage of passive heating effects and to avoid over-glazing, the 4%
figure was taken as a maximum value from which area could be given to the dedicated
Trombe wall windows, or reduced in problematic areas. This daylight factor comes out
to a window to floor area ratio of 20%, which is 4% greater than the largest ratio found
in the typical homes.
The rest of the BEopt base model was either designed to be code complaint for
2012 IRC or, or zeroed out to streamline the results. An example of this streamlining is
removing the water heater and kitchen appliances, so that a typical gas furnace used for
space heating would represent the only natural gas consumption in the results. Table
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4.4 shows the main building components and attributes selected for the BEopt base
model.
Group Name
Building
Walls
Ceilings/Roofs
Foundation/Floors
Thermal Mass
Windows & Doors

Airflow
Space Conditioning

Space Conditioning Set Points
Water Heating
Lighting
Appliances & Fixtures

Category Name
Orientation
Neighbors
Wood Stud
Wall Sheathing
Exterior Finish
Unfinished Attic
Roof Material
Radiant Barrier
Slab
Carpet
Exterior Wall Mass
Partition Wall Mass
Ceiling Mass
Window Areas
Windows
Interior Shading
Eaves
Overhangs
Doors
Door Area
Air Leakage
Mechanical Ventilation
Natural Ventilation
Central Air Conditioner
Room Air Conditioner
Furnace
Water Boiler
Electric Baseboard
Ducts
Ceiling Fan
Dehumidifier
Cooling Set Point
Heating Set Point
Humidity Set Point
Water Heater
Distribution
Lighting
Refrigerator
Cooking Range
Dishwasher
Clothes Washer
Clothes Dryer
Hot Water Fixtures

Option Name
South
None
R-13 Fiberglass Batt, 2x4, 16” o.c.
R-5 XPS
Stucco, Medium/Dark
Ceiling R-30 Fiberglass, Vented
Tile, Terra Cotta, Medium
None
Whole Slab R10, R5 Gap XPS
0% Carpet
1/2 in. Drywall
None
None
Variable Factor
Variable Factor
None
None
Variable Factor
Fiberglass
20 ft^2
5 ACH50
None
Year-Round, 7 days/wk
SEER 13
None
Gas, 78% AFUE
None
None
8 CFM25 per 100ft2, R-8
None
None
78 F
70 F
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Table 4.4 BEopt Base Energy Model Attributes
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4.4 Testing Method
The energy model was used to gather site energy usage data for a series of 15
windows selections under three different shading scenarios. Two glazing to floor-area
ratios were also tested under the same three shading conditions, for a total of six
schemes. Under each scheme, all windows in the model were changed to the type of
window being tested on all facades, and overhead shading was equal for all windows on
the South, East, and West sides. No shading was used for the North façade across all
schemes. Table 4.5 describes the conditions present for each scheme.

Window/Floor Area
Ratio

Scheme Name

Shading Condition

Windows Tested

Scheme 1

None

Scheme 2

24 in. Overhang S,W,E

Scheme 3

42 in. Overhang S,W,E

All

Scheme 4

None

All

Scheme 5

24 in. Overhang S,W,E

Scheme 6

42 in. Overhang S,W,E

All
20 %

12 %

All

All
All

Table 4.5 Energy Model Testing Schemes
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4.4.1 glazing/floor-area cases and window distribution.
As discussed earlier, the 4% daylight factor provided a 360 ft2 (20% W:FA)
window area value that could be adjusted per the design and to help manage excessive
solar gains. This scheme was tested, along with a greatly reduced version that was
developed through the design of house and energy modeling iterations, resulting in 220
ft2 (12% WFA). The most significant aspect of the reduced area scheme is the complete
elimination of west facing windows, which is the direction that receives the highest
percentage of insolation during the day.
Windows in both WFA cases were weighted towards the south to more
accurately control shading. In the 20% WFA case, half the window area is to the south
and the remainder is evenly distributed at 60 ft2 per façade.
In the 12% case, the north side retains almost all the glazing to maintain
daylighting effects. The south and east window areas are reduced by 1/3. Section 4.4.4
contains building diagrams showing window area distributions.

WFA Case
20%

12%

Total Daylight Factor

Façade Direction

Window Area (ft2)

4%

South
East
West
North

180
60
60
60

2.4 %

South
East
West
North

120
40
0
55

Table 4.6 Window areas per façade 20% WFA and 12% WFA cases
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4.4.2 shading cases.
The two shading schemes are based on the amount of shade coverage given to
the southerly windows at noon during the summer or fall. “Case A” is a two foot
overhang, which provides full summer coverage, but reduces to 50 percent coverage at
the equinoxes. “Case B” is a 42 inch overhang that provides 100 percent noon coverage
for the entirety of the time between both equinoxes. The BEopt software only allows for
window sizing of 48 inches wide by 59 inches high, one of the National Fenestration
Rating Council standard test window sizes. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the actual shading
conditions tested in the BEopt model for all windows. East and West facades will
experience different coverage throughout the day, so the coverage percentages only
apply with complete accuracy to the south façade. Lateral offset of the shading device
was maximized to form a continuous overhang over and between the windows. Profile
angles were determined using the Pilkington Sun Angle Calculator (2001).
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Figure 4.1 Sha
ading Case 1 - 24 Inch Ov
verhang, 50%
% South Noo
on Shading A
At Equinox
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Fig
gure 4.2 Sha
ading Case 2- 42 Inch Ove
erhang, 100%
% South Noo
on Shading A
At Equinox

4.4.3
4
tested
d windows..
A series of fifteen
f
windows were tested withi n each of th
he individua
al design
schemes. Windows
s were sele
ected to rep
present a ra
ange of asse
embly types progressing
from hig
gh-SHGC an
nd high U-v
value to low
w-gain and low- U valu
ue. To decre
ease eitherr of
these sp
pecifications
s tends to increase the
e price, so the least exxpensive w
windows havve
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the highest thermal values. Window identification numbers are in order of cost, from
least to most expensive. Windows with similar U-values are typically pairs with a high
and low gain version. Individual window components and gas fills are used as a means
to attain thermal properties and are not being tested, but are included to demonstrate
the ways in which the window specifications given may be attained at certain price
points. U-values given are for whole-window assembly.

#

Glazings

Low-E

Gas Fill

U-Value

SHGC

Frame type

Gain

Cost $/ft2

1

2

N

Air

63

62

Metal

High

20.50

2

2

N

Air

49

56

Non-metal

High

20.60

3

2

Y

Air

39

53

NMF

High

21.50

4

2

Y

Air

37

30

NMF

Low

24.00

5

2

Y

Argon

37

53

NMF

High

24.50

6

2

Y

Argon

34

30

NMF

Low

26.70

7

2

Y

Air

32

56

IF

High

31.50

8

3

Y

Air

30

38

NMF

High

33.00

9

2

Y

Air

30

25

IF

Low

33.75

10

2

Y

Air

29

31

IF

Low

34.00

11

3

Y

Argon

27

26

NMF

Low

35.30

12

2

Y

Argon

26

30

IF

Low

36.70

13

3

Y

Air

21

40

IF

High

43.70

14

3

Y

Air

19

25

IF

Low

44.00

15

3

Y

Air

17

27

IF

Low

45.30

Table 4.7 Window Types
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4.4.4 scheme diagrams.
Due to the limitations of the BEopt software, exact modeling of the designed
house geometry was not possible. The diagrams in this section represent the design
intent upon which the BEopt model was based. In the actual software model, all
windows are the size shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2, and receive the same amount of
insolation per shading condition and orientation. As illustrated in table 4.5, schemes are
grouped by 20% WFA for schemes 1-3 and 12% WFA for schemes 3-6. Shading
conditions are equal for schemes 1 & 4, 2 & 5, and 3 & 6. Each of the following
diagrams shows the distribution of window areas per façade and the orientation of the
sun at maximum altitude at the time of year shown.
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Figure 4.3 Sc
cheme 1 Diagrams – No Overhang, 20% WFA
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Figure 4.4 Sc
cheme 2 Diag
grams – 24” Overhang, 20% WFA
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Figure 4.5 Sc
cheme 3 Diag
grams – 42” Overhang, 20% WFA
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Figure 4.6 Sc
cheme 4 Diagrams – No Overhang, 12% WFA
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Figure 4.7 Sc
cheme 5 Diagrams – 24” Overhang, 12% WFA
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Figure 4.8 Sc
cheme 6 Diagrams – 42” Overhang, 12% WFA
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Cooling and Heating Site Energy: All Windows
5.1.1 overview.
The primary test evaluated the modeled site energy used annually for both
heating and cooling for all window types in all schemes. A few major points can be
identified by taking a broad view of all six schemes: 1) Annual energy use, and the
proportion allotted to heating and cooling varies among window types as the U-values
and solar gain changes; 2) The variation in heating loads due to changes in solar gain
are greater than the variations due to the insulation value 3) The window type with the
least annual energy usage and least heating load across all schemes is #7, with UValue .32 and SHGC .56; 3) Total annual energy usage increases with increased
shading. 4) The variation between schemes is greater for heating than cooling.
5.1.2 overall effect of decreased window to floor area ratio.
One of the more drastic patterns in the data is the effect of changing the window
to floor area ratio. There is a clear increase in total energy usage from 20% to 12%
WFA for all windows, shading conditions being equal. This overall increase is
disproportionately caused by the heating load required for the house, as the variation in
cooling loads varies to a much lower degree. This can be illustrated by comparing the
average energy usage for schemes 1 and 4. The only difference between these two
schemes is their respective WFA’s, as noted in Table 4.6. When WFA is decreased
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from 20% to 12%, the average cooling value drops by less than 1 MMBtu, while the
annual heating nearly doubles from 9.0 to 16.2 MMBtu, as seen in Table 5.1.

Scheme 1
Scheme 2
Scheme 3
Scheme 4
Scheme 5
Scheme 6

Average Annual Heating
(MMBtu)

Average Annual
Cooling (MMBtu)

Average Total Usage
(MMBtu)

9.0
11.3
14.2
16.2
18.3
20.2

8.9
7.6
7.0
8.2
7.4
7.1

17.9
19.0
21.2
24.5
25.8
27.4

Table 5.1 Average Heating and Cooling Energy of All Windows

What this discrepancy suggests is that heating from solar gain has a greater
effect than the reduction of the overall insulation value of the walls. Heating energy has
risen in this case due to the reduced area available for direct solar gain. Heating energy
is supplemented in the winter in Scheme 1, but the savings on cooling energy made by
reducing window area are not enough to match the loss of solar gain in Scheme 4. More
is revealed on this point by looking at the individual windows with the lowest total energy
use in Figures 5.1 and 5.8. In Scheme 1 the windows using the lowest energy have a
mixture of high gain and mid-range U-Values, with the, the most insulating, lowest gain,
most expensive window (No. 15) coming in fifth overall. However, in Scheme 4 all seven
of the windows with SHGC over .30 are those using the lowest total energy. These
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windows are also those with the greatest cooling loads but the comparative difference in
heating energy overcomes the greater cooling loads.
5.1.3 overall effect of shading.
The overall effect of shading as an average across all schemes is similar to the
effects of reduction of total window area. The heating loads increase significantly, but
cooling loads decrease as the shading is increased, to a greater degree than occurred
with change in area only. Table 5.1 shows the average difference between no shading
in Scheme 1 and full shading in Scheme 3: heating energy increased by 5.2 MMBtu,
while cooling decreased by 1.9 MMBtu. From Scheme 4 to Scheme 6, the same pattern
occurs but with less intensity, the changes being 4 and .9 MMBtu respectively. As may
be expected, the partial shading schemes fall in between the minimal and maximal
schemes for both types of energy loads. However, the impact on energy use from no
shading at all to partial shading is two times as much as the impact from partial shading
to full shading, for both WFA cases.
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5.2 Scheme Analysis

30.0

.70

25.0

.60
.50

MMBtu/Yr

20.0

.40
15.0
.30
10.0

.20

5.0
0.0
Heating (G)

U‐Value and SHGC

Scheme 1 ‐ Annual Energy Use
By Cooling Energy

.10
[14] [11] [9] [6] [4] [15] [10] [12] [8] [13] [5] [3] [7] [2] [1]

.00

10.0 11.6 12.6 12.7 13.4 8.7 11.0 9.9 8.6 6.0 5.1 5.4 3.7 6.1 6.0

Heating Equip. (E) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
Cooling Equip. (E) 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.9 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.9
Cooling (E)

5.6 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.9 5.9 6.1 6.6 6.7 8.3 8.3 8.5 8.7 9.8

Total

17.6 19.4 20.4 20.5 21.3 16.5 18.9 18.1 17.3 14.8 15.9 16.3 14.8 17.5 18.9

U Value

.19 .27 .30 .34 .37 .17 .29 .26 .30 .21 .37 .39 .32 .49 .63

SHGC

.25 .26 .25 .30 .30 .27 .31 .30 .38 .40 .53 .53 .56 .56 .62

Figure 5.1 Scheme 1 - Site Energy per Window Type, By Cooling Energy

Figure 5.1 shows a plot of total energy usage for the house simulation for each
window type tested, arranged from least cooling energy to the highest. This scheme is
unshaded and has maximum window area, which helps demonstrate a clear correlation
between the energy usage data and window thermal values. The solar heat gain values
can be said to have an inverse relationship with energy used for heating, the latter
decreasing as the former rises. The effect of the U-Value is more difficult to describe
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without finer analysis, but as seen in figure 5.1, normalizing the cooling loads reveals a
trend for the U-value to fluctuate in direct relationship with the overall energy usage.
In this scheme windows #7 and #13 perform equally well overall, but #7 has the
lower heating energy, while also ranking among the highest in cooling. Scheme 1 is
notable for having the lowest average heating loads and highest average cooling loads
while containing the superlative examples of each. The highest cooling scenario of all
tests occurs with the least costly window, #1, a minimally insulating, high-gain, doubleglazed product. This is not surprising given the large amount of window area and
unmitigated solar radiation in this scheme. Window #7 achieves the lowest overall
energy usage and lowest heating load in Scheme 1, while also maintaining one of the
highest cooling loads. This is better visualized in figure 5.2, where the windows are
sorted by total annual energy for Scheme 1. This graph shows how the U and SHGC
values do not correlate with total energy as much as they do with cooling or heating, as
the balance varies through the different window types.
Interestingly, it is the most thermally mid-range, code compliant or similar window
types that occupy the top ranks for energy use. This is an important note, because for a
house that was designed for code compliance, these would likely be among the default
choices. The window matching the 2017 ZERH compliance standard comes in at third
highest for total energy and heating, but also third lowest for cooling. In the dry-arid
climate, it may seem that achieving the lowest possible cooling load would be beneficial,
but as can be seen here, it can be at the cost of increased heating loads, and increased
total space conditioning energy.
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30.0

.70

25.0

.60
.50

20.0
MMBtu/Yr

.40
15.0
.30
10.0

.20

5.0
0.0
Heating (G)

.10

[13] [7] [5] [3] [15] [8] [2] [14] [12] [10] [1] [11] [9] [6] [4]
6.0 3.7 5.1 5.4 8.7 8.6 6.1 10.0 9.9 11.0 6.0 11.6 12.6 12.7 13.4

Heating Equip. (E) 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4
Cooling Equip. (E) 1.9 2.5 2.4 2.4 1.7 1.9 2.5 1.6 1.7 1.7 2.9 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.7
Cooling (E)

6.7 8.5 8.3 8.3 5.9 6.6 8.7 5.6 6.1 5.9 9.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8

Total

14.8 14.8 15.9 16.3 16.5 17.3 17.5 17.6 18.1 18.9 18.9 19.4 20.4 20.5 21.3

U Value

.21 .32 .37 .39 .17 .30 .49 .19 .26 .29 .63 .27 .30 .34 .37

SHGC

.40 .56 .53 .53 .27 .38 .56 .25 .30 .31 .62 .26 .25 .30 .30

Figure 5.2 Scheme 1 - Site Energy per Window Type, By Total Energy
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Scheme 2 ‐ Annual Energy Use
By Cooling Energy

.10

[14] [15] [11] [9] [6] [4] [10] [12] [8] [13] [5] [3] [7] [2] [1]

.00

12.0 10.8 13.7 14.7 14.9 15.5 13.2 12.1 10.9 8.3 7.6 8.0 6.0 8.9 9.0

Heating Equip. (E) 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Cooling Equip. (E) 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3
Cooling (E)

4.9 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.7 5.8 6.9 6.9 7.1 7.3 8.0

Total

18.7 17.6 20.6 21.6 22.0 22.7 20.3 19.3 18.6 16.0 16.8 17.2 15.3 18.5 19.6

U Value

.19 .17 .27 .30 .34 .37 .29 .26 .30 .21 .37 .39 .32 .49 .63

SHGC

.25 .27 .26 .25 .30 .30 .31 .30 .38 .40 .53 .53 .56 .56 .62

Figure 5.3 Scheme 2 - Heating and Cooling Site Energy per Window Type

In Scheme 2, the first instance of shading is introduced. As noted previously, the
overall effect of shading in these scenarios is to increase heating loads and decrease
cooling. Figure 5.3 can be compared to Figure 5.1 to see this this trend occurring across
each window. When arranged by cooling energy it becomes apparent that the solar heat
gain value is correlated very closely, but not linearly, with the increase in energy used
for cooling in a way that the U-values are not.
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Looking at the windows with the lowest cooling use in Scheme 2, the most
expensive windows, with the lowest thermal values, do use the least cooling energy but
this only holds true for # 14 and # 15. The two windows using the least total energy, #7
and #8, are mid-range cost-wise across this sampling of windows.
Scheme 3 is essentially a more pronounced version of Scheme 2 with no major
variations in how the windows perform relative to each other in terms of maximum and
minimum energy usage. Data for the Scheme 3 can be seen in Figure 5.4. Window #4,
with the highest total loading across the first three schemes, has a U-factor only .02
away from achieving the Energy Star 3.0 standard. The next highest loading window
across all schemes, #6 meets this standard, and is followed by #9, which is compliant
with ZERH 2017. This is significant because it highlights the fact that a house meeting
the baseline for these two standards is starting off with an energy deficit versus a house
that can take advantage of winter solar heat gain.
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Heating and Cooling

.10
[14] [15] [11] [9] [6] [10] [12] [4] [13] [8] [5] [3] [7] [2] [1]

.00

14.3 13.1 16.0 17.0 17.3 15.7 14.7 17.9 11.0 13.7 11.0 11.4 9.3 12.5 12.9

Heating Equip. (E) 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4
Cooling Equip. (E) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.1
Cooling (E)

4.5 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 5.3 5.3 6.2 6.3 6.3 6.6 7.2

Total

20.5 19.5 22.5 23.5 24.0 22.4 21.4 24.8 18.1 20.9 19.4 19.8 17.8 21.3 22.6

U Value

.19 .17 .27 .30 .34 .29 .26 .37 .21 .30 .37 .39 .32 .49 .63

SHGC

.25 .27 .26 .25 .30 .31 .30 .30 .40 .38 .53 .53 .56 .56 .62

Figure 5.4 Scheme 3 - Heating and Cooling Site Energy per Window Type

Figure 5.5 shows the differential in heating and cooling loads between schemes
1 and 3 for each window, effectively illustrating the results from the addition of the
shading devices. The greatest variation occurred in window #1 for heating and cooling
loads and total MMBtu. Since window #1 is the least resistant to solar gain and the least
insulating it experienced the greatest effect from summertime shading. The other high
gain windows follow suit with the highest differentials. Windows with similar U-Values
but disparate heat gain, such as #3 and #4 are widely separated on this chart, but #3 is
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in the top five overall performers in both schemes, while #4 has the highest load in both.
It is apparent that the variations are much lower and consistent among the lower value
windows. This is an indication that despite the management of solar gain, windows such
as #14 and #15 tend to keep loads more consistent as conditions change.
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.00

4.6 4.5 4.6 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.7 4.4 5.2 5.0 6.0 5.9 6.4 5.6 6.9
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Changes in Heating and Cooling Values between Schemes 1 and 3

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.2

.2

.2

.2

.2

‐.9 ‐.9 ‐1.0 ‐1.1 ‐1.1 ‐1.1 ‐1.2 ‐1.2 ‐1.3 ‐1.4 ‐2.0 ‐2.0 ‐2.1 ‐2.1 ‐2.6

Cooling Equip. (E) ‐.3 ‐.3 ‐.3 ‐.3 ‐.3 ‐.3 ‐.4 ‐.4 ‐.4 ‐.4 ‐.6 ‐.6 ‐.6 ‐.6 ‐.8
Total Energy Δ

3.5 3.5 3.5 3.1 3.1 2.9 3.3 3.0 3.6 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.8 3.0 3.7

U Value

.37 .34 .29 .30 .27 .19 .26 .17 .30 .21 .39 .37 .49 .32 .63

SHGC

.30 .30 .31 .25 .26 .25 .30 .27 .38 .40 .53 .53 .56 .56 .62

Figure 5.5 Changes in Heating and Cooling Values between Schemes 1 and 3

In the final three schemes, those with reduced window area, window #7 remains
the selection with the least total energy load. The highest loads are created by #9 in
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Scheme 4 and 6, and window #6 in Scheme 5. Both of these have lower U and gain
values than the worst performer (#4) in the previous schemes.
Figure 5.6 shows that Scheme 4 has a clear and dramatic increase in heating
loads from the similarly unshaded Scheme 1. In fact, the highest annual total in scheme
1 (window #4) is .5 MMBtu lower than the window with the lowest annual loads in
Scheme 3. The change in energy load between schemes 1 and 4 is depicted in Figure
5,6. This chart shows the effects of reducing the window to floor are a ratio by 8%.
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U Value

.19 .27 .34 .17 .37 .29 .26 .30 .30 .21 .39 .37 .49 .32 .63

SHGC

.25 .26 .30 .27 .30 .31 .30 .25 .38 .40 .53 .53 .56 .56 .62

Figure 5.6 Changes in Heating and Cooling Values between Schemes 1 and 4
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Aside from the large difference in heating energy, there is a notable lack of
change occurring in the cooling loads for almost half of the windows. All of the windows
that change by less than only .1 MMBtu are lower gain selections. The extreme
example of window # 1 shows that reducing the area of the very high gain window
causes a decrease in cooling load. At the same time opportunity for winter gain is taken
away, increasing heating loads. However, the low gain windows in this sampling are
showing that overall area reduction does not serve to change the cooling load. It may
well be that that amount of heat lost due to the low insulation value of the large glazing
area in Scheme 1 is equal to the moderate heating permitted by the low gain, low area
windows in Scheme 4. Figure 5.7 shows monthly data for window #14 to add clarity to
this occurrence.
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Figure 5.7 Window 14 Scheme 1 vs Scheme 4 Monthly Data

Although the cooling load total is maintained when the amount of glazing is
changed there is a timing shift when for when heating ends and cooling is needed. The
added insulation and reduced heat gain of Scheme 4 allows for an additional month
before the cooling system takes over for the summer
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Figure 5.8 Scheme 4 - Heating and Cooling Site Energy per Window Type

Scheme 5 measures the effects of partially shading the house with reduced
window area. As expected, the cooling loads have decreased from Scheme 4, and the
high gain windows have the lowest heating loads and highest cooling. The major
difference is that the highest total loads are approaching 30 MMBtu as seen in figure
5.8, whereas Scheme 1 had barely been higher than 20 MMBtu at the highest. Scheme
6 again continues the trend that occurred in schemes 1-3, but now combined with the
additional heating energy required at the 12% WFA. Figure 5.10 shows the Scheme 6
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windows arranged by heating energy. The selections with the highest gain and highest
cooling load to the left, moving through the low gain, highly insulating windows in the
center and then to the high gain, low cooling, but zone 3 code compliant windows on the
right.
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Figure 5.9 Scheme 5 - Heating and Cooling Site Energy per Window Type
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Figure 5.10 Scheme 6 - Heating and Cooling Site Energy per Window Type
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5.3 Individual Window Analysis
The best performing window in terms of overall energy use was consistently
window #7 which also consistently had the lowest heating loads. This is a high gain
double pane window, with air fill and an insulated frame; it has u-value .32 and a heat
gain coefficient of .56. Examining the results from this one window reveals several
relationships between the effects of each scheme, as shown in figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Window 7- All Scheme Comparison
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Having the most window area and no shading, Scheme 1 shows the overall
highest cooling loads and least heating. In this scheme in particular, window #7 caused
a 4.5 hour overload on the air conditioning system over the course of the year. Because
of this, total data on this test may be slightly below the actual performance. This issue
did not occur in any of the other schemes for this window type and might be resolved
with a slightly more efficient conditioning system than the code compliant selection in
the test model. The conditioning system was not changed to adjust for this overload to
retain its demonstration that optimizing for energy is more about balance than extremes.
It also represents very large WFA with no control on the solar gains. Scheme 2, which
has no missed loads, is only .5 MMBtu higher in annual usage than Scheme 1.
One notable comparison is between Schemes 3 and 4, which have a total energy
usage difference of 4 MMBtu/Yr, with scheme 3 having both lower cooling and heating
loads. This pair significantly demonstrates that a high window to floor area ratio
combined with strategic shading can use less total energy than a house with much
lower window area and no solar control. Additionally, Scheme 3 achieves lower cooling
loads than the partially shaded, low WFA, Scheme 5 which requires .15 MMBtu more
cooling energy. This is a significant result because it demonstrates that there is a case
for reducing cooling loads of a larger area of windows through shading, and that
shading which covers the window at the equinox can match the cooling load of a
building with 145 ft2 less of window area. However, as the comparative results of all
windows established above, the low heating loads are trading off for higher cooling
loads than some of the better
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Figure 5.12 compares the monthly data for window #7’s cases with the least
heating load and the least cooling load, Schemes 1 and 6 respectively. Peak heating
loads of Scheme 6 are almost three times the peak of Scheme 1 and the heating period
begins. Scheme 6 cooling also begins in May instead of April and is consistently lower,
until both schemes’ cooling periods end in November.
Moving between Scheme 1 and 6 represents the addition of shading devices and
the reduction of glazing area. Both of these strategies are typically seen as a movement
towards higher energy efficiency. This may be true when all other systems are being
moved towards higher efficiency and control through conditioning systems, as in the
ZERH guidelines. However, as these tests demonstrate, when taken into a design that
is code complaint only, the effects can actually be detrimental to total energy load.
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Figure 5.12 Window 7- Scheme 1 vs. Scheme 6 - Monthly Data
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Figure 5.12 can be used as a speculative tool to demonstrate the possible
benefits of utilizing technologies discussed in chapters 2 and 3, dynamic shading and
moveable insulation. Assuming a base case of scheme 1, the winter heating loads
would be as low as possible using this window type. If near early April, moveable
insulation panels were placed over some of the windows, thus reducing the effective
window area to that of scheme 6, and dynamic shading could be implemented, such as
roll out awnings on the remaining windows, the benefits of both schemes could be
combined. If this were to occur, the annual data could theoretically match Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 Window 7- With Dynamic Insulation and Shading Strategies
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This would also change the total annual energy loads created by window #7 to 11.4
MMBtu per year, which would reduce the scheme and window type with the lowest total
energy use by an additional 3 MMBtu/yr.
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Figure 5.14 Window 7- Scheme 1 vs Scheme 3 - Monthly Data

Figure 5.14 shows the monthly effects of adding shading alone to scheme 1. It is
clear here that the negative effects on the heating load in the winter outweigh the
reduced summertime energy use. One point of comparison between the addition of
shading versus the reduction of window area, is that adding shading does not affect the
time when the system switches to cooling, but only changes the total loads.
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In the first three schemes, window #14 consistently uses the least cooling
energy. In schemes four through six, its cooling performance is matched by other low
gain windows with u-values in the range of .25 to .30. Window #14, with U-value .19 and
.25 SHGC, is the second most expensive window in this study and has the second
lowest u-value of all windows.
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Figure 5.15 Window 14- All Scheme Comparison

Figure 5.15 shows the comparison between all schemes for window #14. The
cooling load for Scheme 3 is the lowest out of all windows in all schemes. The basic
pattern of variation in cooling, heating and total energy use between schemes is the
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same as seen in window #7 and follows the same movement of the averages described
in Table 5.1. Because of the lower SHGC value, the impact of shading is not as high
and the cooling loads vary less between schemes. Again, higher window area with
shading (Scheme 4) still provides lower overall energy use and lower cooling loads.
Figure 5.16 is a monthly data comparison of window #7 in Scheme 1, and
window #14 in Scheme 3, which combines the lowest heating load result with the lowest
cooling load result. It should be noted that both minimums occur in the 20% WFA
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Figure 5.16 Window 7, Scheme 1 vs. Window 14, Scheme 3 - Monthly Data
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version of the test house. This comparative graph provides a glimpse into the ideal
scenario that would generate even greater energy savings than the possibilities
discussed above for window #7 alone. Changes could be applied in early April to the
window configuration, such as a combination of shading and moveable insulation that
would increase the overall insulation value and decrease the solar heat gain. Removal
of these devices in mid-October would allow for the full winter heating. Alternatively,
some of the more exotic methodologies such as the Beadwall and electrochromic
glazing discussed in chapter two, there is a potential to more closely and dynamically
combine these two scenarios throughout the year based on daily needs. At this point,
the limits of this study begin to appear and point toward further research. The windows
in this study were applied to all facades and east-west shading was not optimized in the
precise way as the south shading, because vertical devices would have been needed
for more precise daily shading. One of the best ways to apply the data from fig. 5.16
might be the façade-specific application of both shading and different window types to
combine a the best qualities of window #7 and #14.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
The application of shading and reduction of window-to-floor area of the various
window types in this study has had consistent if not slightly surprising results. It was
expected that the application of shading would reduce cooling loads, and this has
occurred. This result is consistent with the work of Farrar-Nagy et al. (2000) and their
23% cooling load reduction due to architectural and site shading. It is possible that
cooling loads here could be further reduced with shading if the north facade was
protected against peak summer loads and vertical shading was applied to the east and
west facades. The unexpected result was that the application of shading would cause
so much more heating energy to be used in the winter than the cooling savings made in
summertime. However, it is not insignificant that the scheme with a high amount of
glazing area and the maximum shading (Scheme 3) was able to use less total energy
and less cooling energy than the scheme with a smaller amount of glazing and no
shading (Scheme 4).
Out of all the schemes tested, the most expensive windows were never the most
energy-efficient, and neither were those near the values of code compliance. The low-u
value, low-shgc windows, such as window #14 were, however, consistently among the
best performers in terms of cooling loads. Windows with very low u-values and solar
gain, and therefore most expensive, did tend to perform in the mid-range for total
energy compared to the other selections tested. The immediate first step following this
research should be further investigation with higher efficiency house components. It is
possible that the use of a higher efficiency gas furnace or electric heating system could
bring down the wide variations in heating loads. Since all schemes used the same
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baseline house components, it is unlikely this would greatly change the outcomes
herein, but it is possible. Another caveat to the results is that the kWh electric energy
figures were automatically converted to MMBtu/Yr by the BEopt software pre-output, so
the monthly data in kWh were converted as well. Finally, it should be noted that site
energy was measured while using both gas and electric sources. Hence, actual
electrical source energy used would be higher to counter transmission losses, while the
natural gas usage levels remained stable. This effect could account for part of the
unexpectedly larger heating loads. Finally, all data collected is specific to the climate
and location of Las Vegas Nevada which has a distinct heating period during the winter
that is longer than some other cities in the U.S southwest (Grondzik et al. 2010). The
same results may not apply to other cities in the same region at different latitudes and
altitudes.
As demonstrated in chapter five, effects of attempting to reduce total energy
usage, namely adding window shading, reducing window area, and using more
expensive or lower-gain windows, actually resulted in overall energy use increases in
this study. Because shading does decrease cooling loads in higher gain windows (Fig.
5.6) the possibility exists to use dynamic strategies that insulate or shade windows for
part of the year, effectively changing them into windows with different thermal values for
the period where they would be responsible for excess energy use for either heating or
cooling. Many of the strategies and technologies described in chapter two could be
used to this end, as well as traditional shading and moveable insulation.
Recommendations from the results of the energy simulations are: 1) to not
discount the impact of winter heat gain, even in a hot-arid climate, 2) optimize energy
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use through changes in either window shading, insulation, or both throughout the year,
3) the most expensive windows are not necessarily the optimal choice for every climate
and, 4) windows considered “high performance” are not the most effective at reducing
energy demand in all situations.
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